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Posit ion Angle of the H A L C A Antenna Feed 
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A b s t r a c t . Knowledge of the position angle of an antenna feed is very important for polar
ization observations. The issue had been developed for ground based antennas but has not 
been considered for a orbiting antennas. We provide a calculation of the position angle of the 
Japanese satellite V S O P / H A L C A which was successfully launched in a space VLBI mission. 

Let's define a right hand coordinate system fixed on the satellite (Xi,Yi,Zi). 
Axis Z\ points towards the source being observed and Y\ is the axis about 
which the solar panels can be rotated. The solar panels are pointed at the Sun 
by rotation of the panels about axis Y\ and rotation of the whole satellite about 
axis Z\. Projection of the vector directed to the Sun on the antenna aperture 
is fixed in the coordinate system (X\,Yi, Z\) for all sources observed and for all 
times. This important statement allows us to determine the feed position angle 
relative to north by the formula: 

PA = Sa^~na+PA0 (1) 

sa is the projection of the vector in the Sun direction on the antenna 
aperture; 

na is the projection of the vector in the north direction on the antenna 
aperture; 

sa • na is the angle between vectors sa and na\ 
PA0 is the angle in the antenna aperture between the reference vector 

sa and major axis of the feed polarization ellipse; 

sa can be determined from the following formula: 

sa = s-e(e-s) (2) 

sis the unit vector in the Sun direction; 
e*is the unit vector in the source direction; 
(e- n) is the scalar product of the vectors. 

Vectors s and e have the following form in the equatorial coordinate system: 

s* = {COS(QS) cos(<5s), s in(a s ) cos(Ss), sin(<5s)} 

e = {COS(Q)COS((5), s in(a) COS(<5), sin(<5)} (3) 

where a s , 63 are right ascension and declination of the Sun 
a, 6 are right ascension and declination of the source 

To find the angle sa • na we need to determine the direction to the north and 
east in the aperture. Having found the projection of the reference vector sa in 
these directions, we will be able to find both the absolute value of the angle 
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sa • na and its sign. The unit vectors v and u are known and correspond to the 
north and east direction respectively: 

v = {—cos(a) sin((5), — sin(a)sin(<5), cos((5)} 

u = {— sin(a) , cos(a) , 0} (4) 

Using equations (2, 3, 4, 4) we can find the expression for the required projec
tions: 

(sa • na) = (sa -v) = (s- v) = -cos(Ss) sin(S) cos(aa - a ) + sin(<53) cos(6) 

(sa-u) = (s-u) = cos(6s) s in(a s — a) (5) 

Now finally the position angle measured from north to east can be found using 
the following expression: 

,-, . cos((5.) s in(a s — a) „ . . . 
PA = arctan , K s! y s '. — + PA0 6 

— cos(os) sm(o) cos(as — a ) + sm((l)s) cos(o) 

Using equations (6), we have evaluated the position angle of the HALCA 
antenna feed for different source positions. For the ground-based antennas ev
erything repeats over 24 hours and for sources with different right ascension 
shifted in time by the right ascensions difference. The situation is different for 
orbiting VLBI antennas. First of all, the typical time period is not 1 day but 
1 year. Secondly nothing is repeatable for different right ascensions. That is 
why we need to provide the calculation for a range of both right ascension and 
declination. We can limit the right ascension range to (0,180°) because for the 
other half of the range the solution is repeated with opposite sign of the dec
lination. The time range can be limited to a half year because the Sun's right 
ascension and declination for the second half of the year differs by 180° and sign 
respectively. Such a difference provides the 180° position angle change which is 
not important as discussed above. There are several special cases: 
The source is located at the ecliptic plane. 

We can put the axis Y\ (axis of rotation of the solar panels) perpendicular to the 
ecliptic plane. HALCA can point the solar panels towards the Sun by rotation of 
the panels about the axis Y\ without rotation of the satellite about the antenna 
axis Z\. So the position angle is constant (the constant is between 66.4° and 
90°) throughout the year. 
The Sun direction is close to the source (or to the opposite) direction. 
In this case the pointing conditions to the both Sun and the source can be sat
isfied for any rotation of the satellite about the antenna axis. So the position 
angle is ambiguous. 
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